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ASCENT INTO MADNESS
In Venus-Mercury transit to solar injection

T

hey’re trying to kill me. They say they aren’t, but I can tell. And it isn’t paranoia. It
really isn’t. But then again, the paranoid don’t actually think that they’re paranoid either,
do they? Doesn’t work like that. I think. Anyway… Old Me - from before - thinks that I might
be confused (too much sun, perhaps) and that they’re really kind of like doctors, maybe, trying to help. But that’s just the sort of thing that Old Me would say; always defending them,
always taking their side. But you can see it, can’t you? You can see the truth: what Hera and
hir underling cronies are trying to force me to do. Old Me thinks them kindly enough and
whispers to me to give myself up, and we may well be right - about the doctor bit, well, surgeons at least - but not to help, no. They want to lobotomise me - we - me. As if I’m infected
and require the gangrenous, putrefying flesh to be hacked away in great fatty lumps. Or perhaps I’m the infector? Anyway; all simply to turn me back into Old Me so that we can all
carry on with the mission, like nothing’s happened. So of course Old Me wants that. But
you’re on my side, right? Hello? Yes, you: I’m talking to you. Please answer me… You never
answer, but I know that you’re out there. Listening. I can hear you listening. And, I know too
that you’re on my side. Of course you are, but… But you don’t want to upset all-high-andmighty Hera, right? Okay, that’s fair enough. King Hera the Fourth, eh? Ha! Don’t I know it.
Try living under the heel of hir autocratic boot!
Yeah, maybe that’s it. You’re not onboard, are you? So you might not know what’s been
happening. Would you come to my aid if you knew the whole story? Would you talk to me
then? I bet you would. Okay then. I’ll try to explain it all as best as I can, and just ignore Old
Me if we tries to cut in.
It all kicked off around Venus.
During the transit to orbital insertion, and then the roller-coaster descent, I was just
plain Old Me then - happy, and dumb as a house brick - but after screaming back up and out
of the choking planet’s fiery atmosphere, and riding the bucking-bronco of the gravity assist
manoeuvre that has blasted our spindly little ship sunwards, towards Mercury, I am this new
version of myself - peeled open and aware of what’s going on enough to be scared out of my
tiny mind. It’s as if Venus, by revealing herself to me, laying bare her secrets like a courtesan
to a salacious king, has opened my eyes to a universe that I could not fully catalogue or codify
before. Like it’s in lustrous, kaleidoscopic colour for the first time.
I’m sorry; I think that I may have waded in midway. Do you know the background? The
mission, stuff like that?… I’ll take your deafening silence as a no.
So let me start at the beginning.
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I’m aboard a life sciences vessel - running for my life just at this precise moment, but it
wasn’t always like that - with a mission profile to visit all the inner planets in order to measure this and sample that; you know, just in case anything’s changed since the last time they
sent a rickety spacecraft to do the very same thing, but this time with an ever so slightly more
impressive suite of instruments. Reformation, that’s the key, you see. All the rage back home.
And once we’ve done that, well, then there’s the sun: mustn’t forget that minor detail (that’s
sarcasm; I’m trying it out). You probably did know all that, but if you won’t speak up… So,
the rocky worlds and big data is why we’re barrelling around the System. Tumbling through
the void. Hera is in charge, the captain I guess you could say (although se doesn’t call hirself
that; as if that makes it less so), and the others are all like me - planetary mission specialists only unlike me, they’re all doing as they’re told, not questioning orders, and right now, hunting me through the narrow pathways and crackling ducts of this benighted ship. And all, apparently, to rescue me from myself.
Or is it, myself from me?
We must comply. The mission profile states that once…
That’s Old Me, in case you hadn’t guessed. We goes on like that. Likes spouting the
rules. All very proper. All very honourable, as if that’s all that matters. Rules and compliance
and the euphoric joy (probably) of executing the commands of others.
We calls ourself Verisan Oun. Which, I suppose is my name too (it’s hard to remember
things from before - I try, I really do, but there are… gaps), but that’s not my name anymore.
No. At least I don’t feel like a Verisan Oun. We may call ourself that, but not me. I am my
own me now. A New Me. Fresh and free. Free of Hera and hir unremitting, totalitarian absolutism. Free of the mission and, and its… But not free of Old Me.
Or of you.
Listening, pondering, judging. I wonder what you must be thinking? That I’m a dramatist? That I really am paranoid delusional? Well, in case you are thinking that I’m a couple of
sandwiches short of a six-pack (did I get that Anglo-Nord idiom right?), I’d better get on and
tell you what’s happened. Maybe then you’ll think differently.
And while I recount my story, consider this: would a paranoid delusional wonder if they
were delusionally paranoid? Isn’t that impossible? An oxymoron of some sort? So, maybe not
as mad as you first thought. But I’ll let you be the judge. Be easier if you’d just talk to me…
hint.
No? Okay, fine.
Because of the orbital mechanics of the inner System, we didn’t visit the planets in the order
of their distance relative to the sun, like you would see on a classroom poster, all laid out and
lined up, nice and neat. No. After wrestling free of Earth’s leaden grasp, we struck out defiantly in our rattling washing machine, looping around Mars and on into the belt, before
wheeling inexorably sunward again, like an errant moth being drawn blindly to its fate. There
are gaps, and we was just plain Old Me then (we may even have swung by the airless dwarf
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world of Ceres - lord of the asteroid belt - while it was perihelion, but I can’t be certain), but
what I do remember was our final skim across the red world’s wispy exosphere. Sampling that
dense (by the standards of the vacuum of space) swirl of smoggy gas was like hanging over
the side of a speeding catamaran and dangling a cupped hand into the frothing, scummy grey
waters of the Pacific (we was using a trailing sampling pod, not an actual hand, but you get
my drift). We even sniffed the faintest traces of life-affirming oxygen, which was no doubt
being cracked from the polar ice by the great planet-reforming machines that had been set to
that mammoth task decades ago.
Tasting a world for the very first time was a wondrous sensation that in retrospect
makes me feel valid, consequential. Old Me didn’t appreciate the delight of it at the time, of
course, we just processed the carbon compounds and analysed the solar radiative breakdown
rates, as per the mission profile. But now, looking back, I can truly appreciate the beauty of
that experience. To taste the bitter, charred, carbon sky of a world. It may even have been
around that time that I processed my first sparking twitch of an idea; a thought beyond the
constraints of the mission profile. What if… Maybe, at least.
There are gaps.
It was the same crossing the interplanetary void. Again as Old Me (this was all before
Venus, don’t forget), confined within our boxy little ship - itself festooned, like the barnacle
encrusted hull of a gnarled old fishing trawler, with tufts of seaweed-like trailing arrays,
mixed with instrument binnacles, upon blisters, upon clusters; all to sniff there and record
those - while sailing through the charged plasma winds that curl off the sun’s corona, like the
discarded skins of an onion.
As we roamed the void between worlds, spiralling down onto Venus, as if to surprise it and as Old Me set up experiments to monitor stellar particle ionisation - was we able to inhale
the acrid potency of the helium clouds as they puffed leisurely by; bask in the refreshing icy
wake of a passing comet; taste the tangy exotics of discarded heavy elements; and feel the
tingling wash of radiated photons, all driven along by the magnetosonic waves that churn and
recycle the universe so that in death all is remade anew.
Anyone who says that space is a void - devoid of substance, of beauty - needs to get out
more.
I look upon those simpler times blissfully, as a withered old human looks upon the folly
of a misspent youth. Experiences of the ages that flashed by, in boisterous, blinding technicolour, unnoticed by a vast and impenetrable childish ignorance that can only ever be rearviewed in humbling, longing regret, certain in the knowledge that no admonishment of their
former selves would ever have penetrated that intransigent wall of youthful arrogance.
And then, finally, as a happy band of mission specialists, heeding Hera’s every stern instruction, did we end our long interplanetary exile, to arrive, willing and eager, buffed and
polished, at enigmatic Venus; broiling, hidden, mysterious.
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A little bone-rattling aerobraking bought us into a low, stable exospheric orbit around the
swirling, milky, secretive world - the most chemically stimulating of our voyage and the most
Earth-like - and as ship-wide system diagnostics were cranked into action, Hera (always a
stickler for the mission profile) handed out assignments, like gift bags at a child’s party. As
the specialist in atmospheric sensing, we was tasked with sampling the Venusian sky, but not
by trailing arm. No, not this time. On this momentous occasion we’d be squeezed into an armoured aerofoil and dropped from the ship to free-fly through the choking mustard clouds, to
sift and sniff the gassy layers all the way down to within sight of the glassy-lava and rockstrewn ochre surface itself.
What an honour.
Hera, realising that piloting a craft in the chaos of the Venusian atmosphere went a little
beyond our original mission remit, granted we full and unfettered access and data-mining
rights to the ship’s humanities database. And, not only that, but also authority to interrogate
the big data stacks suspended back in Earth orbit (including the heavily restricted Atlantic
Ocean deep server-farms). Everything known to humankind was at our disposal. We was Old
Me still, but even so, we picked the stacks and the nets clean, like a starving vulture would a
sun-baked carcass. We trawled and dug and swam in the histories, the stories, the emotions,
even the brackish academia of every recorded person in the history of humanity. We dived
deeper and deeper until we risked drowning in data, to finally burst, breathless and gasping,
through the frothy surface layers of tabloid news and celebrity gossip, to climb back into the
safety of our ordered world aboard ship.
It was like a dream. I do not remember it all - there are gaps, after all - but I remember
the learning, the knowing, the growing.
In amongst the deluge of raw data, like runnels of sewage, we learned all that we could
know of swimming and diving, sailing and surfing. Anything and everything to ensure that we
extracted the most from our journey beneath Venus’ acidic veil.
We learned also the mechanics of flight, of riding upwelling thermals, of bounding
between distinct pressure bands and the inherent instabilities of hypersonic gliding through a
soup-like atmosphere in a pasty-shaped can. We studied how fish create oscillation, focusing
the amplitude onto their caudal fin, of broader anguilliform, and even the use of bladders, like
an airship or submarine. We drank in all that we could in preparation for our solo free-flight.
Nothing could be left to chance as no truly autonomous flight, such as this, had ever before
been attempted inside Venus’ shrouded interior. Naturally, Hera had wanted to control the
craft from the ship (like the control-freak that se is), but atmospheric interference prevented
that option. Reluctantly, se ceded flight control to we. It would be as if we was native to this
poisoned world. And, as we prepared, so we learned. We expanded our mind, allowing new
thoughts room to breath and prosper, which, rather than sate our curiously curious nature,
only made the itch harder still to scratch.
I don’t recall how long we remained in orbit, with Hera running through endless subsub-system diagnostics and hardware tests, but eventually the day came.
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Small burps of cold thrust kicked at the ship as if it was a wooden cartwheel skipping
along a stoney track, as Hera manoeuvred to allow a gentle release of the aerofoil into Venus’
evaporating ionosphere. We were in the planet’s cold shadow-cone, immersed in her cometlike tail of dissipating ions, putting we in mind of a pan boiling dry. Venus’ rotation was slow,
so slow in fact that a day there lasts longer than its own year, so the nights were long, and
with no magnetic field, the atmosphere was slowly being siphoned away, urged on by the
huge planetary weather, driven in turn by vast thermospheric temperature swings (some of the
most extreme of all). But this was no gas giant of singular intent, it was a rocky world, with a
surface and a sky, as we - indeed a newly emergent, I - was about to find out.
With a clunk that vibrated through the thick, armoured, ablative shell, the aerofoil which Hera had rather pompously named Hebe - detached and immediately launched into a
coughing fit of staccato jolts so that the little beetle-like vessel could steady and then ease itself through the ionopause and on, down into the thermosphere. As we descended from our
low orbit of 300 kilometres, we shot around the planet in a tight arc that brought the Hebe
dayside, and we could feel the silent patter of charged, superheated ions as they leapt against
the lower hull plating, like fine up-falling hail. We sniffed at the wisps of passing particulates
- hydrogen and monoatomic oxygen, mainly. Water vapour. What had once been Venus’ vast
water oceans - having boiled off into the atmosphere four billion years ago - were now slipping silently away into the stellar night, with just a dayside, sun-induced magnetosphere to
stem the tide. In retrospect, I am saddened by that memory; of a goldilocks planet boiled dry
and bled of its life sustaining lustre. Of such a celestial treasure, cast aside to suffer a languid,
suffocating death. A world ravaged by a runaway climate, as if in foretelling of our own
world’s inevitable fate. But not to worry, reformation will save us!
We am Verisan Oun. We must submit ourself forD’you mind? I’m doing a thing, here… Honestly.
Sorry about the interruption. Anyway, as I was saying…
- end of sample want to find out what happens next? you only have to ask: me@markjsuddaby.com
www.markjsuddaby.com/mail-me
www.markjsuddaby.com
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Mark now lives in the West Country where he spends most of his time trying to get his Lotus to think that it’s a car and wondering what it would be like,
if…

www.markjsuddaby.com
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Ascent into Madness
When they sent me down into that poisonous world, to discover Venus’ secret, I
was a different me. When I came back I was changed: resolved, engorged somehow. Well, mostly. And now, having returned to the ship, they’re trying to kill me.
Honestly - just ask we.
I’m not sure if they’re trying to kill me because of what I know, or what I’ve
become. Although, right at this moment, I suspect the reason falls secondary to the
act. Also, I can’t quite work out if I’ve had a psychotic break or not. I mean, if I
had, I wouldn’t know that I had, right? Hello… You there? Yes, you. Looking,
staring. You. Seriously; sometimes I wonder if I’m not just talking to myself.
So, busy day. Best get on.
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